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Abstract: Acc to some surveys more than 20% girls sexually abused Acc to some surveys approximate 60% girls oppressed in sexually by employers/ co-employers, strangers, renters, neighbors & other men's. So many serious violence occur in society, like feticide, termination of pregnancy, family planning, teasing, eye-teasing, kidnapping, acid incidents, negligence of property share. Below adult stage so many girls oppressed by men's sexual activities. 14-18 years girls sexually abused in domestic place, schools colleges, Hospitals, police station, hostels, orphan centers & other public places, streets like Bangalore [31/1/2017 at 2.42 AM].
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1. Introduction

- We may observed the women working in agriculture, industrial labor, labor in building/road construction, house works, helper, skilled worker, self employ, business women, doctor, engineer, scientist, professor, advocates, clerks, white collared executives.
- She has participate in men relative works like police, soldier, driver, Judges and other works. But no safer facilities to women in all sector. Everywhere one or another sexual arrestments accrued on women

Meaning:-Sexual harassment at work is defined as "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature that explicitly or implicitly affect an individual's employment, unreasonably interferes with an individual's work performance, or creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment."

2. Findings

What is the Reasons for this Activities

1) Gender disparity in Socialization
- The aspire of male child continued in modern society also.
- The pre-natal diagnostic techniques support to identification of child gender.
- More decoration arranged for the male child but no to female.
- The family members is giving different guidelines and suggestions to male/ female.
- There is no listing system about female desires but they were gave special interests to male desires.
- Dress code, walking style, conversation system, body languages all are different between male/female. 1

2) The security and safeguards problem to women's
Meghan cities, Metro Politian cities has different trade / commerce centers. Majority of these centers has call centers and, who are working day-night and some time shift system. During that time no suitable security or safeguards to women. Any sexual act attempt to obtain a sexual act or other act directed against a person’s sexually using coercion by any person regardless of their relationship to the victim in any setting rape defined as the physically forced.

3) Lack of Moral Education to youth
Now-a-days we may be observing in our society there is no particular aim, adjectives, or work to youths they are living only under the fashion, blinking, they enjoyed without earning or by the others pocket money or illegal activities money, So they are getting good respect with earning friends. Some youths selected his own life way for the enjoyment with others;

4) Lack of family members or parents responsibility
The family members or parents doesn’t know anything about his son. Because they are busy with his own risk or job. The parents provide more money facilities to son for the relief from the risk. Other hand some families suffer from poverty. Then the young men earning some money from illegal way and pay some part of money to his family. The parents has been full happy from that money but they not asking to young about source of money. Day-by-day the young men going in to same way.

5) Mass Media and Social network
Majority of young men and girl have more attracted smart cell-phone. They always busy in internet facebook, twitter, message chating, and they busy in prone images or videos, then the mind expecting some experiences like that images or videos. The young generation fulfilling his needs through the illegal way. Because there is no particular decision to them about future life.

6) Lack of public participate
The public as first control center for the inhuman behavior of youths. But majority of people observing some incidents, or harassments, in public places but they not participate about avoid or threatening to that men or protection of girl or women in that situation.

7) Neighbors or friends circle
Majority of young men now-a days break down his life from un suitable friends or neighbors. All slum peoples are
not living under the illegal activities but some of slum peoples and his children has been selected for illegal works. Which means they found easy way for the earning of money. Other hand the earning money spent for the drinking, gambling, illegal sexuality, and other scams.

8) Lack of formal Education

Now-a-days the educational institutions or government policies is not suitable to learning to youths. Last Ten years old syllabus system provided by government to schools and colleges for the teaching and learning. The learning contents used only for the job orientation but not useful to how we leading our life. [example Karnataka govt primary education Syllabus 2017].Those who are participate in sexual harassment to women they are studying in higher education or drop out form higher education.[example 31/12/16 incidents accusers all below 10th class failed, one among them B.com on going].

9) Sexual harassment do not register a police complaint

An overwhelming majority of women (90%) who experience sexual harassment do not register a police complaint. Majority of them do not do so as they do not think it would serve any purpose revealing abysmal faith in law enforcement agencies. The kind of sexual harassment women faced following the horrific gang rape and brutalization of a 23rd-year-old in Bangalore on Saturday night at 2.42 A.M.

10) Lack of Strict Legal policies or legislations

In 2013 India passed a law to ban sexual harassment in the work place, public place, at any where. 17% of women working in urban have experienced some form of sexual harassment while on the job. But the effective of this law only in white paper so many accused freely living in public places with bale system. The constitution should be take serious action to accused.

3. Conclusion

Whatever it may be the Indian Society as a model to universe but no-a-days bend his neck in front of the UNO. Often we are telling about that incidents that is not culture our society but unexpected occur in our society, let it next we will take serious action about controlling of that incidents. This is statement of representatives or public servants. But the incidents repeated. So we all are citizens of our country we must have one feelings not only a that girl or this girl, all women or girls, we will create general awareness among the youths, we will participate in protection of women from that incidents, and cooperate to public servants and constitution.
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